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This grammar is the best introduction to the best grammar of English ever, i.e. Quirk's 'A Comprehensive Grammar of
the English Language'. I have to say a couple of things though. Downing was during the s one of my superb native
professors of English at Spain's Complutense University.
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Chapter 2 : Editions of English Grammar: A University Course by Angela Downing
Course in English Grammar, which broke new ground by offering to advanced students of English a comprehensive
course, based on Halliday's Systemic Functional Grammar. It went beyond the merely structural, to present an
integrated account of structure and.

The butter is in the drawer. Fred took a picture of Sue. Susan is pulling your leg. Whom did Jim give his dog
to? You should give it up. Note that not just verbs can be part of the matrix predicate, but also adjectives,
nouns, prepositions, etc. The words of the predicate need not form a string nor a constituent, [12] but they can
be interrupted by their arguments or adjuncts. The approach to predicates illustrated with these sentences is
widespread in Europe, particularly in Germany. While the predicate cannot be construed as a constituent in the
formal sense, it is a catena. Barring a discontinuity , predicates and their arguments are always catenae in
dependency structures. Predicators[ edit ] Some theories of grammar seek to avoid the confusion generated by
the competition between the two predicate notions by acknowledging predicators. On this approach, the
periphrastic verb catenae briefly illustrated in the previous section are predicators. Further illustrations are
provided next: The predicators are in blue. These verb catenae generally contain a main verb and potentially
one or more auxiliary verbs. The auxiliary verbs help express functional meaning of aspect and voice. Since
the auxiliary verbs contribute functional information only, they do not qualify as separate predicators, but
rather each time they form the matrix predicator with the main verb. Carlson classes[ edit ] The seminal work
of Greg Carlson distinguishes between types of predicates. Stage-level predicates[ edit ] A stage-level
predicate is true of a temporal stage of its subject. For example, if John is "hungry", then he typically will eat
some food. His state of being hungry therefore lasts a certain amount of time, and not his entire lifespan.
Stage-level predicates can occur in a wide range of grammatical constructions and are probably the most
versatile kind of predicate. Individual-level predicates[ edit ] An individual-level predicate is true throughout
the existence of an individual. For example, if John is "smart", this is a property that he has, regardless of
which particular point in time we consider. Individual-level predicates are more restricted than stage-level
ones. Individual-level predicates cannot occur in presentational "there" sentences a star in front of a sentence
indicates that it is odd or ill-formed: There are police available. Individual-level predicates do not, e. Tyrone
spoke French loudly in the corridor. The subject must be assumed to be dead or otherwise out of existence.
Kind-level predicates[ edit ] A kind-level predicate is true of a kind of thing, but cannot be applied to
individual members of the kind. An example of this is the predicate are widespread. One cannot meaningfully
say of a particular individual John that he is widespread. One may only say this of kinds, as in Cats are
widespread. Certain types of noun phrases cannot be the subject of a kind-level predicate. We have just seen
that a proper name cannot be. Singular indefinite noun phrases are also banned from this environment:
Collective predicates require their subjects to be somehow plural, while distributive ones do not. An example
of a collective predicate is "formed a line". This predicate can only stand in a nexus with a plural subject: The
students formed a line. Other examples of collective predicates include meet in the woods, surround the house,
gather in the hallway and carry the piano together. Note that the last one carry the piano together can be made
non-collective by removing the word together. Quantifiers differ with respect to whether or not they can be the
subject of a collective predicate. For example, quantifiers formed with all the can, while ones formed with
every or each cannot. All the students formed a line. All the students gathered in the hallway. All the students
carried a piano together.
Chapter 3 : American English File Level 4 | Adults/Young Adults | Oxford University Press
Editions for English Grammar: A University Course: (Paperback published in ), (Kindle Edition published in ), (Kindle
Edition publishe.
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Chapter 4 : English Grammar: A University Course by Angela Downing
The addresses do Edited and visiting, prove the pdf english grammar a university course second edition I ask for 1 or 2
Days a chemotherapy, and I Are well have enough.

Chapter 5 : Pdf English Grammar A University Course Second Edition
English Grammar Drills is the bestselling source of practical advance that you can use either in conjunction with a
course or as a self-learning tool. You'll become less intimidated by all aspects of grammar and, instead, more confident
in your English writing and speaking skills.

Chapter 6 : Webster's New World English Grammar Handbook - PDF Free Download - Fox eBook
Torrent Contents. English Grammar - A University Course Second Edition {numberone} Your Book Here. English
Grammar A University Course Second racedaydvl.com 2, KB; English Grammar - A University Course Second Edition
{numberone}.

Chapter 7 : Barry, English Grammar: Language as Human Behavior, 2nd Edition | Pearson
Read Online and Download English Grammar: A University Course 2nd (second) Edition by Downing, Angela, Locke,
Philip []. Explore a new genre. Burn through a whole series in a weekend.

Chapter 8 : House & Harman, Descriptive English Grammar, 2nd Edition | Pearson
This award-winning grammar course book provides the basis for linguistic courses and projects on translation,
contrastive linguistics, stylistics, reading and discourse studies. Accessible and reader-friendly throughout, key features
include: chapters divided into modules of class-length materials.

Chapter 9 : A University Course in English Grammar - Angela Downing, Philip Locke - Google Books
'Routledge are to be congratulated for publishing this greatly revised edition of Angela Downing and Philip Locke's
Grammar, now entitled English Grammar: A University Course. In my Preface I welcomed enthusiastically the first
edition as an innovative course in Systemic Functional Grammar.
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